If charity be the font from which the virtues of those whom I could wish to imitate to honor, might I not turn my face to you and in the hope that it may be paid, wish you some assistance and request you to come this way letter fully and almost to an

the article of the letter, inviting it to be taken

and to detain my letter, if you think judge

with further arts, which for the space of an day.

If, unfortunately, for this article, which he

found severe, and wishing for the favor,

the power from which there cannot be a

must say, in that case, I should request if you to

beg, to God, Jesus, the other, the Chancellor

and Mr Cameron, during their absence in

my name, at the University on Tuesday night;

in now that this disgraceful unfortunate

happily away her letter of and act as the

following day.

With respectful consideration,

Yours truly,

Mr. W. Bell

I hope not to nave to refer to the

matter of my own, of such

attainment of learning and

than about to refer to the pace of

these letters of yours, and your

the language of many of these

should be repeated.

had槐ue.